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This is a high-level glance at current trends in the Analytics and Constraint Processing landscape 
from the perspective of  declarative programming language use and design (the forest rather than 
the trees) as well as speculate and extrapolate some perspectives therefrom (what seems to be 
needed).  This presentation makes a statement concerning the current evolution of  application 
software programming. In particular, it is noted that a new specific area of  software development 
is rapidly gaining in importance; namely, scripting---i.e., application modules orchestration and 
choreography. This has become a clear need in particular for Data Analytics applications, which 
are typically multiplexed modules interacting between data and specific processing tools acting 
thereon, such as statistical analysis and simulation, optimization, graphing and HTML/LaTeX re-
port generation, etc., ... We take a look at some available scripting systems used in combination 
with constraint processing technology for application orchestration, making a note of  their spe-
cific features, and discussing their pros and cons.  We also underline software engineering and 
maintenance issues faced when scripting constrained optimization. The question we seek to an-
swer is, given the state of  the art in declarative programming language design, is it possible to im-
prove current scripting technology to be as concise and declarative as possible? 
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